
 
 

     

                                                                 Island Escape 

Friendship. Friendship is something that cannot be bought or sold. Friendship is something that is 

earned and is stronger than a Giant, maybe even… a God. 

 Our story starts at Sunset on a warm Autumn-day. Let me introduce you to our sides, one vicious, 

one peaceful .The  vicious side were meat eaters and raided but the peaceful side were clean 

vegetarians and had jobs like being craftsmen and farmers. 

At the end of every day, they would stroll into their thatch roofed houses, thinking tomorrow will be 

the usual but little did they know they were completely wrong! “Put them on the ship,” a mysterious 

voice echoed in the room. 

7’0’clock:”OH NO, WERE STRANDED, ON AN ISLAND!” One of the Bloom Tribe shouted. ”Aye, the 

boys right, he has more brains than his father,” the leader of the Hog Tribe (and the rest of them) 

were uncontrollably laughing. “Listen you… you PIG, you will never speak about my father like that!” 

This young Vikings name was Olaf. 

“Um, does anyone else think the island is moving?” Olaf asked. ”HAHAHA” all the Hog Tribe (and the 

Bloom Tribe) were bursting with laughter. ”Listen boy, this isn’t a world of fantasy, this is a world of 

war, a war were strong ones will conquer where’s the weak, well you don’t want to know.” Olaf was 

terrified. Was he really destine to perish? “NO!” He told himself, “NO I’M NOT!” 

“Grunnhild, leave him come over here,” the second in command lured Grunnhild (the leader) away. 

”What in Odin’s name is that?!” Grunnhild questioned “Sigh, it’s a Long ship, we can sail back 

home,” Regal (the second in command) sadly spoke. “Sometimes I wish I was in charge.” Regal was 

planning to ditch the Bloom Tribe and take everything of theirs including their land and the Law 

Speaker will never find out. 

12`0`clock:”Grunnhild,”Regal was panting like a dog,” I don’t think we’re getting off the island 

anytime soon.” I now that you FOOL!!!” Grunnhild was not in the mood to be told what’s happening 

and what’s not. “Guys, guys why don’t   we work together?” Olaf suggested “Sigh, I guess it’s worth a 

shot” Grunnhild said feeling disappointed with himself.” I suppose we have been trying to get off the 

island…FOR FIVE HOURS!!!”Regal was losing his mind so it was agreed, they would build a boat 

together and off they went when suddenly, out of the corner of Olaf’s eye, a HUGE spout shot out of 

the island and they all realised “WE WERE ON A WHALE!!!” 

Suddenly, a huge wave was hovering over them. “Gulp, AAAAGGGGGGHHHHHH!!!!!!!” 



 
 

 “AW MAN, our boat it’s broken” Olaf was very worried.” Yes it’s broken for now but is it broken 

forever?” “LET’S GET BUILDING!” After a few hours or so they were back on the road and nothing 

could stop them. 

12’0’clock:”SHARKS!” there was sudden cry from upper deck.” Man your stations, 

READY…AIM…FIRE!!!”ARROWS WERE SHOOTING OUT FROM EVERY DIRECTION!”TWO SHARKS 

LEFT…ONE SHARK LEFT… phew they’re all gone, thank goodness for that” Olaf was in relief He 

thought that he wouldn’t make it but thankfully he did. 

“Ah, home again” Blossom (the Bloom Tribe’s leader) was literally KISSING THE GROUND!!!” “You 

know Blossom, maybe you’re not so bad after all” Grunnhild said proudly “Thanks!” Blossom spoke 

with a shine in her teeth. ”Just don’t get to close” And that same night they had the biggest feast of 

their lives.” One quick question, how did we get on the island anyway?” Olaf asked, “That, we’ll 

never know” Grunnhild spoke with a mischievous wink. 

                                                                       THE END   
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